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Chapter One 

Millie 

 

People say life gives you lemons, but I think it’s more complicated than that. Sometimes 

you get a kiwi, brown and furry outside but sweet and succulent inside, and sometimes you get 

vivid red yew berries, only to find their appeal fading as the poison seeps into your heart. 

Sometimes life puts both on your plate and lets you choose your future. 

Now I would push that plate toward Franklin and hope for him to see past the fruit’s 

surface before biting into his fate.  

When I arrived home from work, I found him in the kitchen making a late-night 

sandwich. My heart melted at the sight of him. I held my breath, waiting for him to notice me, 

but his eyes focused on his task. The lines of his face were soft, peaceful. I leaned my head 

against the wall, admiring his every move. On one piece of toast, he spread an even layer of 

mayonnaise, then placed tomato and cucumber slices in a strategic pattern. On the other, he piled 

artful waves of turkey and a single layer of cheese. Always the same. We’d been married only 

two years, yet I knew his mannerisms and habits better than my own. The patterned sound of 

water falling as he washed his face, the muted pat of his footsteps, the methodical cleaning of his 
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glasses—all familiar as my own breath. I could predict many of his actions and words before 

they materialized, but he denied me access to his innermost thoughts. As I looked at his full 

plate, fear radiated through my chest, oppressing my heart. He wouldn’t have an appetite for the 

fruit I had to offer. 

Franklin’s brow wrinkled as he sliced his sandwich into symmetrical halves. He stood 

with shoulders slumped from the weight of a long day, radiology scrubs shed. He had replaced 

them with a cotton shirt and dark green sweatpants, softened through his college years. The walls 

slept in silence except for the clink of steel against porcelain, the tick of our grandfather clock, 

and the hum of the air conditioner cooling the Florida summer. Goosebumps covered my arms as 

my body adapted from the heat outside to the cool air indoors. Cold sweat weakened me. 

Franklin glanced up from his plate and our eyes met. I walked over and wrapped my arms 

around his back, pulling him close. He kissed the top of my head, making me want to bury the 

news I had to tell him. When we had talked about it in hypothetical terms, he said he couldn’t 

raise a special needs child, but he didn’t mean it. Or so I told myself. I fought to control myself 

from shaking, to breathe through the suffocation of my pounding heart. Uttering the words I 

stowed deep in my chest would make our world crumble, but what else could I do? If I delayed 

the inevitable, I could never enjoy whatever drops of sweet bliss were left to squeeze out of our 

marriage because the knowledge of the future made them bitter. No matter how Franklin took the 

news, the purity of his love in that moment—for me and for our unborn child—would never be 

the same. 

“How was the restaurant tonight, Mil?” His breath warmed my neck as he spoke, slowing 

my racing heart for a moment. He pulled back just enough to look at me and brushed away the 

strands of hair covering my forehead. His hands were so gentle. I shut my eyes, unable to gaze 
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into his sapphire blue ones any longer, afraid I would drown in them and lose the courage to 

speak. 

Work was awful, as my silence must have indicated. That would explain Franklin pulling 

me closer for that sweet instant. His question meant he had either forgotten my appointment or 

deliberately ignored the topic. Probably the latter. Franklin told me earlier he couldn’t go 

because of his residency schedule, leaving me to get the results alone, trembling in that cold 

office under the piercing lights. The doctor’s pronouncement numbed me. Maybe it was better to 

find out without the extra pressure of having Franklin there. It gave me time to absorb the words 

and plan my retelling of them during the drive home, only to find my voice stilled now. 

My second trimester screening came back abnormal, so my doctor recommended an 

amnio at sixteen weeks. Seven long days later, I had my answer. When I left his office, 

everything became a surreal blur. I should have taken the night off of work, but I didn’t want to 

brood and feel the full weight of my pain. Instead, I pushed through the rest of the day 

mechanically, preparing food for strangers while I starved my soul. The doctor’s words echoed 

in my ears all evening. Haunted. They dulled the request for a party’s appetizers, the smell of 

roux blackening over a flame, the sting of a hot sauté pan I had reached for without thinking. I 

had lost all feeling. All except the dread of facing this moment. 

I inhaled deeply and gathered Franklin’s hands in mine, taking a seat by the counter. He 

lowered himself onto one of the wicker stools beside me, eyes wide. 

I had planned to preface the results with some positive points as the doctor did, but the 

anxiety of the moment erased my memorized speech. I couldn’t avoid speaking any longer. I 

squeezed Franklin’s hands and let go. “I got the test results back, and…” my voice thinned into a 

whisper, “…our baby has Down syndrome.” 
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The disappointment in his eyes seized me. Pierced me. Brought chills to my skin. Then 

he turned his stare to the sandwich in front of him. I leaned my head against my hand, feeling 

weak. 

Neither of us spoke for several minutes. Franklin sat frozen, except for a twitching 

muscle near his right eye. I lowered my gaze to my belly, pretending I could see through it to my 

baby girl, curled up. Her gender was news, too. Overshadowed news. Subconsciously, I turned 

my body from Franklin, as if he were a threat to her. Her own father. My chest tightened with 

guilt. 

Franklin reached for me, still avoiding eye contact. His fingers folded over mine in a 

slow, somber touch. An image came to mind of him holding our daughter, but he wore the same 

melancholy on his face as now. Nothing like the joy I used to picture. Everything was different. 

Watching our hands together, I pictured those of our little girl, inches away. “Please tell 

me what you’re thinking.” 

He hesitated, and the clock echoed in my ears as I waited. Five ticks. Ten. “We can’t do 

this.” 

I slid my hand from his, my breath quickening. Now my eyes fixed on the sandwich. The 

smell of the mayonnaise nauseated me. 

“We can’t handle the responsibility. Not while I’m doing my residency. I’m working 16-

hour days, six days a week and you’re working, too. It was already a crazy idea to start a family 

before we’re settled. But this? No, it’s impossible. We can’t.” 

I looked down at the roundness sheltering my precious girl, imagining her warm in a 

world of red and orange. Then I met Franklin’s determined gaze. My throat tightened with panic. 
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Breaths came in sharp, shallow bursts. I swallowed hard, choking down the fear. “What are you 

saying?” 

His eye twitched again, a bad sign. “I’m saying it’s not a good idea to keep the baby.” 

His words suffocated me, each a heavy brick against my chest. How could he state it so 

matter-of-factly? Didn’t he see what I saw? The air felt thin, low in oxygen. “No…Franklin, I—” 

“Listen.” He caressed my arm. “I want to have a baby as much as you do, but not like 

this. We can try again.” 

I shook my head at the absurd proposition. How could he not understand? I searched his 

eyes for the unconditional love always there, now obscured. “This isn't a trial. You can’t undo 

what’s already done.” I covered the baby with both hands, hoping she couldn’t feel my 

heartache. “Maybe you don’t see anything positive about this situation now, but if—” 

“There’s nothing positive to see!” 

“Hey, I’m talking!” I took a breath and lowered my voice. “Please just let me finish what 

I have to say. It’s important. If you had the choice to erase the bad things before you experienced 

them, you would lose the good—the purest good. If I had never felt pain or fear, I would only be 

half alive. I wouldn’t know how to appreciate hugs or laughter or anything genuine.” 

He hung his head, listening and processing. 

“If I had run back home after my first taste of loneliness at college, I would never have 

met you.” I ran my fingers over his neatly cut hair. Everything about him was a science. Even the 

position of the plate and knife on the rattan placemat. It had to be perfect or nothing. “Don’t give 

up because of a challenge. It’s still our baby, and nothing can change that.” 

He exhaled heavily. 

“It’s a girl, Franklin. She’s alive inside me.” My voice weakened. “It’s our baby girl.” 
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He laid his hand tenderly on my back, and for a moment hope sparked within me. “If we 

keep her, what’s the plan after she’s born?” 

“I don’t know.” I leaned into him. “I just found out about this a few hours ago.” 

“Then let’s talk about it before we decide. It’s okay. Take a deep breath.” 

I did, resting my eyes and massaging my belly in gentle circles to soothe the angel inside. 

I pictured her as a newborn in my arms, eyelids heavy with sleep, skin soft and creamy as 

meringue. I longed for that moment to transition from fantasy to reality. 

Franklin’s voice broke my reverie. “How would we pay for all the medical bills and 

special schooling?” 

I knit my brow at the question. “You’re a radiologist.” 

“Not yet, and I’m not going to get paid like one for a long time. If she needs anything 

early on, we’ll be in trouble.” 

My face warmed with tension as Franklin’s eyes locked mine. “There’s always a way.” 

“Such as?” 

I tightened my hands around the edge of the stool, crunching the wicker. “Such as 

whatever way we figure out in the next five and a half months. Don’t hound me about this right 

now. You can’t expect me to have developed a plan on the drive home. Yes, it’ll cost a lot, but 

we’ll find a way to get by. Loans or something. Money didn’t keep us from getting married or 

stop you from going to med school. Important things cost money. That’s how the world works.” 

He sighed. “It doesn’t matter. Even if we came up with a financial plan, it wouldn’t solve 

everything. She could be born with something serious like congenital heart disease. That’s 

common with Down syndrome.” 

I swallowed hard, fear creeping into my stomach.  
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“We have to consider all the possibilities. What do you think is harder—giving her up 

now before you know her, or giving her up once you do know her if she dies young? How about 

watching her grow up the first few years and finding out she can’t talk or hear?” 

I felt tears rising. With each question, my little girl slipped further away. I had to hold on. 

“This isn’t a patient. We’re talking about our baby. How could you not care if she dies?” 

He wiped my moist face, fleeting compassion in his touch. “I want her to be healthy, but 

she probably won’t be. She’s going to suffer.” 

No. I won’t lose. I won’t let her go. I pushed his hand away. “You don’t know that for 

sure. They don’t all have big health problems.” 

“It’s more than health problems. She’ll get teased and bullied. Other kids might hurt her.” 

I stood up, hands shaking and head pounding, and shoved the stool toward the counter. It 

screeched against the floor, a noise matching my mood. “Don’t pretend you’re concerned about 

her. You’re concerned about yourself and being burdened. People give birth to perfect, healthy 

kids who end up with cancer or get hit by drunk drivers or rebel and get into serious trouble 

or…I don’t even know.” I paced an invisible rectangle on the tile, dizzying myself as I followed 

the pattern. “What I do know is that we can’t predict anything. We can’t predict what will 

happen with this baby, and we can’t predict that things would be any easier with another child. 

But you won’t admit that. You just want an easy way out. Never mind how much you were 

looking forward to having our baby—back when she fit the perfect image in your head—or the 

times you’ve leaned your head against me and talked to her about whatever was on your mind—

more than you talk to anyone. You loved her.” My mind spun as I traced the pattern on the tiles 

again and again, searching for an indefinable something. 
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Franklin sat by the counter unmoved, not bothering to respond. How could love dissolve 

so easily? His change of heart was unfathomable. 

The spark of an idea stopped my pacing. I rushed to our bedroom and opened all the 

drawers in the bureau. “Where is it? I know I left it here.” 

“What are you doing?” Franklin’s voice came from the doorway. 

I shuffled through papers, clothes, books. It was in there somewhere, and it was my last 

hope. My face heated as I threw scarves, pants, anything else in the way onto the carpet. I had to 

find it. 

Franklin sighed, and I took a strange pleasure in exasperating him. I had never felt that 

way before. I had never allowed myself to feel anything but absolute love for him, but now pain 

and anger swelled in my chest. I could no longer deny how different we were. 

I leaned against the bed to regain control of my thoughts. The quilt’s floral pattern 

mocked me with its cheer and nomalcy. I gripped the quilt until my hand shook, then let go of 

the wrinkled fabric and continued my search. I threw a few more items out of the drawer, and 

then I found it, underneath an old sweater. Our baby scrapbook. I had buried it in the drawer 

after the doctor suggested an amnio…a treasured dream hidden from harsh reality. I had filled 

the opening pages with pressed flowers from the day I told Franklin I was pregnant, poems, 

quotes, photos of us, ideas for the nursery, lists of names, and the most dear memento of all…my 

first sonogram. I picked up the book, preparing to make my case to Franklin and melt his icy 

heart, but the broken dreams were too raw to endure. I dropped to the pile of clothes on the floor, 

weeping. 

Franklin hurried to my side and sat with me. “Shh, honey, it’ll be okay.” 
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He held me quietly, and I imagined myself sinking…disappearing. The weight of the 

day's emotion grew heavier than I could carry. I opened the book reluctantly and gazed at my 

first sonogram, the woody smell of the paper pages taking me back in time. When the image had 

appeared on the ultrasound monitor, Franklin’s face softened with a rare unreserved smile and 

the shimmer of budding tears. I had never seen him so happy. Come to think of it, I had never 

felt so happy. My fingers brushed over the picture. My sweet baby girl. 

“You okay?” Franklin asked gently, his face near my ear. He touched his lips to my 

cheek. My love for him and our girl ripped my heart. I needed both. 

I took a deep breath to ground myself and handed the open book to him. “She’s our 

daughter and she deserves a chance to live.” I looked at the sonogram again. She was so tiny, but 

she already had an immeasurable spirit. “She could make a difference in the world. If we ended 

her life, I’d regret it for the rest of mine.” 

He flipped through the pages, reviewing them far too quickly. His face didn’t show the 

love I felt when I saw the same images and words, and there were so many pages left to fill. 

“Then…I think the best thing would be to put her up for adoption.” 

So my options are abortion or adoption? I snatched the book from him and put it away. 

Unbelievable. 

“I’m just asking you to think about it.” 

I picked up armfuls of clothes and stuffed them back in the bureau, overfilling the 

drawers and frustrating myself when I couldn’t shut them. “What’s to think about? It’s ludicrous! 

We are perfectly fit to raise her ourselves. I am not carrying her nine months, delivering her, and 

giving her away! I already feel attached, and it’s only going to be harder after I’ve held her in my 

arms.” 
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He grabbed my wrist to make me drop the clothes, frustrating me further. “Why can't you 

be objective?” he asked, his tone sharp. “Are you just going to decide without considering 

anything I've said?” He sprang to his feet. 

I stood, meeting his stare with narrowed eyes. “Since your decision-making entails that 

we walk away at the first hint of a risk, I should be the one to make this decision. I’ve always 

done things your way in the past, but not now. This is too important to me.” 

There went his twitching again. “Millie, there are two of us in this marriage. I’m your 

husband. You can’t disregard what I say.” 

Anger engulfed my fear. “I am the one carrying this baby! Not you! It’s my body! My 

decision!” I shoved him and turned to leave the room. I couldn’t take any more, and neither 

could the baby. 

“Millie, listen to me.” He grasped my arm, pulling me back. “I tried to look at things your 

way. I tried. But you haven’t said a single thing to make me think this situation could work. It 

won’t. We can’t handle it.” 

“No, you can’t handle it!” Something fluttered inside me—the baby’s first kick. I gasped 

and pressed a hand against my stomach. 

“Honey, you need to calm down or you’re going to hurt yourself.” 

“It’s not like you’d care! If you cared about me then you’d care about our baby.” My 

body shook with sobs. What must this stress be doing to my innocent girl? I have to be strong for 

her. 

Franklin gathered me in his arms and pulled my face against his chest. I strained against 

him at first, shielding myself with my arms and fists, but my love for him was too strong. He 
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locked his fingers in my hair, and I stopped fighting him. He tightened his embrace. “You know I 

care about you. I love you.” 

I felt weak at the sound of his tender voice, the thought of losing him…and I clung to 

him. “I love you, too.” I kissed his cheek and neck, trying to ignore the intense ache I felt inside. 

“But I need this baby.” 

His grasp on me loosened, and I stepped back, feeling the blood drain from my face. 

Everything was draining. The hope, the happiness, the strength of our marriage. “I’m not 

changing my mind.” He spoke the words firmly, but his eyes showed fear and pain. 

I puffed out the breath I unconsciously held in my chest. I examined Franklin’s face and 

all the memories and promises that went with it. How could this man—a man who loved me so 

deeply—not want our child? The choices loomed above me, two storm clouds, indistinguishable. 

From my distance, I saw a consuming mass of gray and nowhere to hide…but I couldn’t be the 

one to turn my back on Franklin or my baby. The choice was his to make. 

 “I’m having our baby—with you or without you.” 

He shook his head, calculating his words in silence. His mouth grew taut and his eyes 

squinted. My words had hit a nerve. “So that’s all it takes for you to forget about me? You don’t 

even know this baby.” 

The anger in his expression made him foreign to me. “I don’t know you anymore either.” 

He looked away, gripping me with guilt. “Then you won’t have to worry about missing 

me.” He rushed into the closet to put on a pair of shoes, then stormed out of the bedroom. 

I followed, heart pounding. Everything was happening too fast. Fading. Darkening. 

Slipping. “Where are you going?” 

“Out.” Footsteps chased his voice. 
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I caught up to him in the kitchen. “When will you be back? You are coming 

back…right?” 

Franklin glanced at me in grim silence. His eyes cut me. He strode to the front door and 

slammed it behind him. Before that night, he had never slammed so much as a desk drawer. I 

stood by the counter, breathless, staring at his untouched turkey sandwich. 

# 

The clock chimed as each hour crawled into the past, all without a minute of rest. I paced, 

wept, read to escape, but nothing tired my mind. Soreness overwhelmed my legs, begging for the 

restoration of sleep. I dragged my sore feet into the kitchen for a glass of water shortly before 

dawn. Franklin’s turkey sandwich still sat on the counter…rotting, just like our dreams. 

What would life be like without him? What would I live for? I don’t want to go to a cold, 

empty bed every night. I already have nightmares when he falls asleep on the couch watching TV 

and I wake up in the middle of the night without him. Who would comfort me? I don’t want to be 

alone. Am I even capable of it? Raising a child by myself? A special needs child? Living without 

my soul mate? I don’t want to turn into my mother. 

After Franklin left, I made the unwise decision to call my mom. Instead of comforting 

me, she blamed me for choosing an incompetent doctor and an unworthy husband. Her sharp 

words rang in my ears, as did the cloying cheerfulness of my step-dad, Louie, when he answered 

the phone. Mom already didn’t like Franklin, but now she loathed him. All she knew how to give 

was judgment. Raw, unfiltered judgment. Comparing Franklin’s faults to my dad’s, praising 

Louie, and blaming me for marrying Franklin in the first place. She didn’t care that I needed 

compassion and gentleness while I watched the threads of my happiness unravel, fray, and burn 

to ashes. Or maybe she didn’t understand. It didn’t matter. Either way, I was alone. 
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I sighed and forced myself to drink the water, then slid the sandwich into the trash. I 

walked to our bed and lay there alone in the dark…covers pulled up to my chin and eyes wide 

open. As the sun rose, draining the sky’s onyx black, my residual energy drained with it. My 

swollen eyelids closed. At last, my mind surrendered to sleep. 

After a few meager hours, I awoke to the sound of a key unlocking the front door. 

Franklin. The revived emotion brought a wave of nausea over me. My heart raced, but I lay in 

bed without stirring, too sick and weary to move. My body felt heavy, a mass of marble. A 

moment later, the bedroom door creaked. One glimpse of Franklin brought tears to my eyes and 

forced me to shut them. 

“Millie…” 

I pressed my lips together, fighting the queasiness in my stomach and the ache in my 

chest. 

“I shouldn’t have left yesterday. I was selfish and inconsiderate, and you have every right 

to be angry with me. I thought about it all night and…if you’re determined to have this baby, I 

don’t want you to do it alone.” 

I opened my eyes and took in the image of his face…so much softer than yesterday. His 

eyes were swollen with exhaustion, dim with gloom. 

“I can’t go through life without you.” He came closer and took a seat on the bed, resting 

his hand on mine. His touch calmed me, as did the familiar sound of his breathing and the 

lingering spiced mandarin scent of his cologne. “Mil, you feel so cold—and you look pale. Are 

you okay?” 

I gazed at him and sighed. “Would you be?” 

He scooped me up from the bed and held me to his chest, caressing my hair. “I’m sorry.” 
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The full weight of my body fell against his. For a moment, everything vanished from my 

thoughts, save for our embrace. I took in a deep breath and slowly let it out. “It’s okay. Let’s just 

stop talking about it. I’m too exhausted.” I freed myself from his grasp and pulled down the 

covers on his side of the bed. “I couldn’t sleep without you next to me.” 

“I couldn’t sleep either. I drove to Gainesville and then sat for three hours at our favorite 

diner, thinking about you. I haven’t slept at all.” 

I smiled faintly and patted the mattress. Franklin lay beside me, cradling me in his arms, 

and pulled the covers over us both. With each slow breath, memories from the previous night 

erased from my mind, leaving me with the peace of the present moment. I felt safe and warm, 

hugged by layers of blankets and Franklin’s body. Soon sleep drifted me away from my troubles. 

# 

I don’t remember waking up the following morning. For weeks, every step I took drew 

me further into the cruel dream that had become my reality. 

I stepped onto the patio for some fresh summer air, but nothing felt fresh in my lungs. 

Not while I saw Franklin sitting there, staring at the empty bird feeder. He used to go out there 

every Saturday morning, fill the feeder with nectar for the neighborhood hummingbirds, and 

watch them while processing his deepest thoughts. Meanwhile, I’d watch him from the kitchen 

window, imagining what extraordinary images, words, and ideas flashed through that mind of 

his. 

This wasn’t my Franklin, sitting there, with a soul barely alive. This was emptiness 

personified. 

I walked over to him and placed a hand softly on his shoulder. He shrank away from my 

touch. It was a slight movement, but its meaning weighed on my heart. 
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“At least look at me. Please.” I kneeled in front of him on the rough pavement and stared 

at him until he met my gaze. His eyes were empty, apathetic. I couldn’t bear seeing him this way. 

“You still don’t want to have the baby, do you?” My heart pounded at the sound of my own 

words. I wanted to stop myself from speaking them, but the question burned me inside like rising 

lava. I couldn’t contain it, despite the consequences of its flow. 

He shut his eyes for a moment, then opened them and looked again at the bird feeder. “I 

said you could keep the baby. What else do you want from me?” 

 I studied his image…the circles under his eyes, his unshaven face. He had to feel as torn 

as I did, though he scarcely revealed it. I kissed his cheek. “I want you to love her. I want to 

know that our little girl won’t grow up wondering why her father doesn’t like to look at her or 

hug her or spend time with her. She needs your love, and so do I.” 

He breathed deeply. “You know I love you, and I never said I won’t love the baby.” 

I placed my hand over his. This time he didn’t recoil from my touch. “Then tell me you 

do. Look me in the eye and say you love our daughter.” I caressed his fingers. “Hannah. Please 

say you love Hannah.” 

I searched his face for an answer, but all I saw was pain. Not the smallest hint of words 

behind his lips. If anything, his jaw seemed tighter than before. I wanted to coax the words out, 

but they were buried so deep in his chest, locked with so many other words he couldn’t speak. 

My eyes filled. 

His eyes met mine, his expression warmer. “Just because I can’t say it now doesn’t mean 

I never will.” 

My lips trembled. “Do you think you ever will?” 

He stood up and shook his head, quiet for a moment. “I don’t know.” 
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I paused and wrapped my arms around myself. My remaining dreams faded one by one, 

fine sand sifting through my grasp. I stood to see his eyes again. “Do you still feel the same way 

you did the night I told you?” 

He leaned against the wall and hid his gaze from me, lingering on the question but never 

answering. A hummingbird flew toward the feeder, then left after finding it empty. If the birds 

suffered from Franklin’s neglect, so would our daughter. For the first time, I understood my 

mom’s point of view. She did what she had to do for me, and now I had to do the same for 

Hannah. 

I swallowed hard, envisioning our memories sifting along with our dreams. “Then you 

should go.” 

He turned toward me, eyes wide and alert now. 

I slid my wedding band off my left ring finger with shaking hands, showering the ring 

with tears as I did. 

Franklin came closer. “What are you doing? Stop.” 

I rested it on his palm and curled his fingers around it. “You’ve wanted to leave ever 

since I told you, so just go. I’ll make it easier for you.” 

“Millie, no.” He struggled to put the ring back on my finger but I refused to let him. 

Instead, I snatched it from him and buried it in his shirt pocket. “I won’t take it back 

unless it’s a commitment to both of us. You only want me and you can’t have me without taking 

Hannah, too.” 

He cupped my face in his hands and tears spilled onto my cheeks and over his fingers. 

His brows furrowed as tears built in his own eyes. “Millie, please.” 

My heart ached. Burned. “Promise me you’ll do your best to love Hannah.” 
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He dropped his hands and stared at the floor, shaking his head. “I don’t know how.” 

I ran a hand over my abdomen, thinking of my beloved daughter. In my mind she had 

matured into a young girl now, picking flowers from an emerald green lawn, girlish laughter 

echoing faintly. The image appeared with vividness, but it didn’t include Franklin. Part of me 

doubted everything—even his present reality. The Franklin I knew never returned after that 

night. 

I stepped closer to him until the sound of his breathing reached my ears. “You have to 

want this life, even if it’s just a small part of you that does, but I don’t think you want it at all.” 

He closed his eyes. “You’re right. I don’t. I want something impossible.” His words were 

quiet and dispassionate, but in my mind they roared. 

I pressed my lips together and nodded. My mind fell blank. White with sand. 

“I…I’m sorry it has to be this way.” 

I gazed at him through the cloud of tears in my eyes and began to sob. I had no words, no 

ideas, no way to stop the crumbling around me. 

He drew me into his arms and I took one last kiss, tasting the salt from his tears. Our life 

together was ending, and I couldn’t bear it. 

What about growing old together? What about our promises? Did they mean nothing? 

Overcome by anguish, I pulled away from his embrace, but he held me fast and refused to 

free me. I rested my head on his shoulder, breathing in his sweet scent one last time to lock it in 

my memory. Then I let go. He didn’t stop me. 

“Franklin…I have to go because I can’t watch you walk away. And when I come back, I 

know you won’t be here anymore.” I drew a shaking breath. “But we’re going to be okay, and 

our daughter will be okay because she’ll learn to be strong.” 
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“Millie, I…” 

“What?” I sought change in his face…but the same fear remained. My heart sank. 

“I’ll always love you.” 

I clutched his hands for a moment and then let them slip from my grasp. “Goodbye, 

Franklin.” 

 

<<<<>>>> 


